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Assignment 1

● In this assignment you will have to implement five simple ciphers

● You have to use C and implement them from scratch

● The main purpose of this assignment is to get you familiar with the internals

and the process of implementing a cipher

● Also, this assignment will help you get familiar with some implementation

tricks and development choices that appear when developing algorithms that

seem trivial at first



The ASCII character set



One-Time Pad (OTP)

● One-Time Pad (OTP) is a theoretically unbreakable cipher

● It requires a pre-shared key of at least the same length as the message

● The algorithm XORs each byte of the message with its respective key byte

Message: HelloWorld

Rand key: randombyte

Output: (H⊕r)(e⊕a)(l⊕n)(l⊕d)(o⊕o)(W⊕m)(o⊕b)(r⊕y)(l⊕t)(d⊕e) =

0x 3A 04 02 08 00 3A 0D 0B 18 01



One-Time Pad (OTP)

● The key will be generated using /dev/urandom

● You should store the encryption key in order to decrypt the message

● uint8_t * otp_encrypt(uint8_t *plaintext, uint8_t *key);

● uint8_t * otp_decrypt(uint8_t *ciphertext, uint8_t *key);

● The messages can only contain digits (0-9) and printable letters (A-Za-z)

● Be careful with non printable ASCII characters!



Caesar’s cipher

● One of the simplest and most known encryption techniques

● Each character of the input is replaced by the character found N-positions

down the alphabet

● In order to decrypt the message, one has to know N

Message: hello

N: 4

Output: lipps



Caesar’s cipher

● uint8_t * caesar_encrypt(uint8_t *plaintext, ushort N);

● uint8_t * caesar_decrypt(uint8_t *ciphertext, ushort N);

● The messages can only contain digits (0-9) and printable letters (A-Za-z)

● Be careful with non printable ASCII characters!

● Be careful when you reach the end of the character set!



Playfair cipher

● The Playfair cipher encrypts pairs of letters (digraphs)
● The key is represented as a 5x5 matrix
● The letters of the key are placed in the matrix, from left to right beginning from the first 

row.
○ The rest of the alphabet’s letters are inserted in the grid alphabetically
○ Each letter is placed once in the grid.

Example: “HELLO WORLD” H E L O W

R D A B C

F G I K M

N P Q S T

U V X Y Z



Playfair cipher

● Plaintext is separated in groups of two letters.
● If the number of the letters in the plaintext is even, the last letter is grouped 

with an ‘X’ character.
● If the letters of the group are the same the second letter is replaced with ‘X’.

Example: “WILL ATTACK AT DAWN” will result in

“WI LX AT TA CK AT DA WN”



Playfair cipher

● If the letters appear on the same row of the key grid, they will be replaced with the letters to their 
immediate right respectively (wrapping around to the left side of the row if a letter in the original pair 
was on the right side of the row).

● If the letters appear on the same column of the key grid, they will be replaced with the letters 
immediately below respectively (wrapping around to the top side of the column if a letter in the 
original pair was on the bottom side of the column). 

● If the letters are not on the same row or column, they will be replaced with the letters on the same 
row respectively but at the other pair of corners of the rectangle defined by the original 



Playfair Cipher - examples

● DA = AB
○ Same row   

● WI = LM
○ Rectangle

H E L O W

R D A B C

F G I K M

N P Q S T

U V X Y Z

H E L O W

R D A B C

F G I K M

N P Q S T

U V X Y Z



Playfair Cipher

● unsigned char* playfair_encrypt(unsigned char *plaintext, unsigned char** key);
● unsigned char* playfair_decrypt(unsigned char *ciphertext, unsigned char** key);
● unsigned char** playfair_keymatrix(unsigned char *key);
● The messages can only contain capital letters (A-Z)
● Implement helper functions for preprocessing the plaintext



Affine cipher

● Each letter is mapped to its numeric equivalent. 

Message



Affine cipher

Output

● The character set contains only uppercase ASCII characters (A-Z)



Affine cipher

● uint8_t * affine_encrypt(uint8_t *plaintext);

● uint8_t * affine_decrypt(uint8_t *ciphertext);



Feistel cipher

● A feistel cipher is a symmetric structure used in the construction of block 
ciphers.

● encryption and decryption are very similar operations, and both consist of 
iteratively running a function called a "round function" a fixed number of times

●  The round function is a function which takes two inputs, a data block and a 
subkey, and returns one output the same size as the data block.



Feistel cipher



Feistel cipher

● uint8_t* round(uint8_t* block, uint8_t* key);
● uint8_t* feistel_encrypt(uint8_t* plaintext, uint8_t keys[]);
● uint8_t* feistel_decrypt(uint8_t* ciphertext, uint8_t keys[]);


